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As seen on the SERIAL podcast, season 2, episode 1 ("Dustwun")!Â Open this wordless book and

zoom from a farm to a ship to a city street to a desert island. But if you think you know where you

are, guess again. For nothing is ever as it seems in Istvan Banyai's sleek, mysterious landscapes of

pictures within pictures, which will tease and delight readers of all ages.Â "This book has the

fascinating appeal of such works of visual trickery as the Waldo and Magic Eye books." --Â Kirkus

Reviews"Ingenious."--Â The Horn Book
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Though he's illustrated books for other authors before this, it was really with "Zoom" that artist Istvan

Banyai first tried his hand at the wide world of children's picture books. Do a quick Google search of

Banyai and you'll see that the man has dipped his toe in everything from book illustrations to

pictures for Playboy. Now as a children's librarian I am always on the lookout for good wordless

picture books. The wordlessier they are the better. My favorites up until now have been titles like

"The Boy, the Bear, the Baron, and the Bard" by Gregory Rogers and "Anno's Journey" by Mr.

Mitsumasa Anno himself. In light of his more recent efforts ("The Other Side" comes to mind) it's

funny to see how simple his books were at the start. "Zoom" is not a particularly new idea for a

book, but it is a fun concept and is sure to garner itself some solid fans throughout the years.The

very first thing you see, on opening the book, is a fleshy and pointed starfish-like creature, but with



too many points. Turn the page and the next image is of that same pointy image, but we can see

that it's actually the crest of a rooster's comb. Turn the page again and we back up even farther still.

Now the rooster is seen perched on a fence while two captivated youngsters look on. You get the

gist of the book. The thing is, Banayi keeps backing up, even when you think that there would be

nowhere else to go. A farm scene suddenly becomes a toy farm set with a child playing with it. A

city street becomes a television program. And a cruise ship resolves itself to be an ad on the side of

a bus. As the book backs off farther and farther and farther, in the end the earth recedes until it is

only a single white dot in the center of a very black page.
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